ABSTRACT: In this study, the performance assessment criterion for reasonable maintenance of shield TBM tunnel was presented. The performance assessment items such as crack, leakage, breakage, spalling, exfoliation/detachment, efflorescence, quality condition, exposure of steel, carbonation, faulting step, bolts condition, drainage condition, ground condition, contact section condition and conduit condition were selected by analyzing domestic and foreign performance assessment criterions and investigating segment lining deterioration cases through the site investigation and in-depth inspection analysis result on the shield TBM tunnel. In addition, the reasonable weight using AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) were estimated.
Spalling
Spallings within the edges of the groove are conditioned by depth and defined maximum length respective. Repair of spalling segment edges is necessary when > 5 mm depth and/or > 20 mm length. When the bottom of the groove is intact the edges can be postformed by stopping with cement-bound mortar and final forming. Spalling greater 3 cm needs repair with epoxy resin reconstructing the original geometry.
Breakage breakages are to be distinguished as within the groove or within the contact area or within the erector cones and bolting gaps. Limitation of repair to size of depth (8, 7, 6, 5 mm) and corresponding length (50, 60, 70, 80 mm). Repair measure by stopping with cement bound mortar and final forming. Smaller breakage (< 5 mm) and those which are outside areas with defined special requirements need no repair.
Pockets
Careful check of the segment is necessary. Pockets must get filled like breakage when they are out of the groove basis, locally limited and do not reach the reinforcement. Repair measure by cleaning the structure reaching the intact concrete zone and filled with cement bound mortar. Segments with more than one pocket are to be sorted out.
Joints
Staggered joints and lateral off-set of segments after finishing of ring application. No dismantling of segments is possible. Repair measure by widening and filling the joints.
열, 박락, 파손, Pockets, Joints까지 총 6가지 종류로 정리하였다( Table 2) . Table 3은 
세그먼트 변상 기준은

현장 조사 결과
가중치 산정을 위한 AHP 분석
쉴드 TBM 터널 유지관리 항목별 가중치를 산정하 
